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ABSTRACT 

The Crystal Ball detector at DORIS II has been used to study radiative 

decays of the T(2S) resonance. We report on the analysis of the exclusive 

channel T(2S) --+ 7xb, x, + 7T(lS) + e+e-or p+pL-. We detect two xb 

states by observing two monochromatic photon lines at energies (107.0 f 1.1 f 

1.3) MeV and (131.7f 0.9 f 1.3) MeV respectively. The product branching ratios 

BR [T(2S) --+ 7x,] X BR [x, + 7T(lS)] are (1.6 f 0.3 f 0.2)% for the first state 

and (2.lf0.3f0.3)% for the second. For the product branching ratio of the third 

xb state, which has been observed in inclusive measurements, we find an upper 

limit of 0.2% (90% C.L.). C om b ining our results with inclusive measurements, 

branching ratios for xb + 7T(lS) are derived. Using theoretical estimates for 

the radiative widths of the xb states, we determine their hadronic widths; the 

results are compared with QCD predictions. 



I. Introduction 

In this paper we report the results of a study of the radiative transitions from 

the T(2S) to the T(lS) via the xb states. Mesons of the Y’ family are well de- 

scribed as b6 quark pairs bound in a central potential cl). In contrast to lighter qg 

systems, composed of U, d, s, or c quarks, relativistic kinematic effects are smaller 

when calculating the radiative transitions among the T bound states. Figure 1 

shows the energy levels of the T(lS) and T(2S) as well as the states that can 

be reached from the latter by radiative transitions; the solid lines represent the 

radiative transitions which have been experimentally observed(2-5). The three 

w3) + xi [ xl z 13P~ 1 photon transitions were only recently resolved(4-5). 

One approach to studying the radiative transitions is the observation of 

monochromatic lines in the inclusive photon spectrum associated with decay 

events taken on the T(2S) resonance. A complementary technique uses the cas- 

cade sequence 

T(2s) + 7xb 

L4 7T(lS) 

I - e+e- or /.~+f.4- . 

The latter, which is the subject of this paper, provides a largely background-free 

method for identifying the xb states and studying their properties. 

Our analysis is based on (201 f 16) x lo3 T(2S) decays observed with the 

Crystal Ball detector at the DORIS II e+e- storage ring at DESY. The data 

sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 63.1 pb-‘. 

In section II we discuss the technical features of the Crystal Ball detector 

relevant to the analysis presented here; a more detailed description has been 

presented elsewhere(6). In section III the event selection leading to the final event 

sample is described. In section IV we present our results and compare them with 

Crystal Ball inclusive photon measurements and with previous cascade results(3). 

In section V our results are compared with QCD predictions. Section VI is 

reserved for conclusions. 
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II. The Detector 

The Crystal Ball apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, is a non-magnetic detector 

designed for measuring electromagnetically showering particles. The excellent 

energy and angular resolution of the Ball, resulting from its depth of 16 radiation 

lengths and its high segmentation, make it well suited to study 77e+e- and 

77p+p- final states. Its major component is a spherical shell of 672 tapered 

NaI(T1) y t 1 cr s a s, covering 93% of the total solid angle. Two arrays of endcap 

crystals increase the coverage of the solid angle to 98%. 

The energy resolution for electromagnetically showering particles is(6-8) 

a(E)/E = (2.7 f 0.2 f 0.2)%/@@bi3 . (2) 

A typical shower is distributed over approximately 13 crystals. Using an algo- 

rithm to find the center of a shower, an angular resolution of lo to 2’ is achieved, 

depending on the energy. The energy response of the NaI(T1) crystals to a 

monochromatic electromagnetic particle is slightly asymmetric but well fitted by 

the sum of a Gaussian combined with a polynomial tail toward lower energies(‘). 

The parameters of this so-called NaI-line shape function were fixed in previous 

studies of the reaction $(2S) + 7 J/T/J, q + 77 (*). Unlike photons and electrons, 

high energy muons do not deposit all their energy in the crystals. Their energy 

deposition follows a Landau spectrum peaking at 210 MeV, the most probable 

energy loss for a minimum ionizing particle crossing 16 radiation lengths of NaI. 

This energy is deposited in one or two crystals only; thus, the angular resolution 

for minimum ionizing particles is 2’ to 3’. Typical energy patterns for muons, 

electrons and photons are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, which present Mercator-type 

crystal projections of the Ball, each showing a cascade event candidate. 

Three double layers of proportional tube chambers with charge division read- 

out are used to identify charged particles. Electrons are recognized by their large 

energy deposition in the crystals and the presence of an associated track in the 

tube chambers. Muons are identified by a chamber track pointing to a minimum 

ionizing energy pattern in the NaI(T1). Ph t o ons are seen as particles with a 
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typical electromagnetic shower pattern, but without an associated track in the 

chambers. 

The NaI(T1) energy scale is fixed by measuring large angle Bhabha events. 

The time stability of the electronics associated with each channel was checked 

using a light flasher system. Studies of the T(2S) -+ 7r07roT(lS) decay channel, 

show that a linear relation between the measured pulse height and the energy 

deposition in the crystals leaves both the r” mass and the mass difference AM = 

M [T(2S)]-A4 [T(lS)] about 57 b 1 o e ow the established values(g-lO). We therefore 

correct our energy calibration with a one-parameter non-linear expression found 

to work well for photons in the 50 to 300 MeV region of the channel T(2S) --+ 

&PT(lS) ---) 7777T(lS) 

E 
E mea8 

‘Orr = 1 + ah (Emeas/Ebeam) (3) 

with a = 0.0137; the value of cy was derived from a fit making both the q” mass 

and the 2S-1S mass-difference agree with their nominal values. 

III. Event Selection 

For trigger and selection purposes we use the “Main Ball”, i.e., all crystals 

which are not in the so-called tunnel regions (two layers of 30 crystals closest to 

the beam entrances). 

The triggers relevant to this analysis were: 

(a) A total energy trigger, which requires the total energy deposited in the 

Main Ball to exceed 1700 MeV. 

(b) A topology trigger, which requires the total energy in the Main Ball to 

be above 760 MeV and to be roughly symmetrically deposited around 

the interaction point. The latter condition is implemented by dividing 

the Main Ball in (ten) different ways into two hemispheres and requir- 

ing for each of these configurations to have at least 150 MeV energy 

deposited in each hemisphere. 
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(c) A “p-pair” trigger, which requires more than 220 MeV in the Main 

Ball, two back-to-back energy clusters and less than 40 MeV in each 

tunnel region. Clusters are considered back-to-back if the directions of 

their centers are acolinear by less than 40’. 

The total energy trigger is expected to detect all 77e+e- events within the ac- 

cessible solid angle, while the topology trigger and the p-pair trigger are intended 

to detect the 77~+~- events which only deposit about 950 MeV. The efficiencies 

of all three triggers are determined using Monte Carlo simulated cascade events 

surviving the software selection. The results obtained vary by approximately 

1% depending on the spin assumption used. Averaged over all possible spin hy- 

potheses, one finds for the 77e+e- cascades efficiencies of - loo%, - 99% and 

- 100% for the total energy, topology and p-pair trigger respectively; for the 

77~+~- cascades the corresponding numbers are - O%, - 94% and - 93%. 

The combined efficiency of all three triggers is larger than 98% for all p-channel 

cascades events and nearly 100% for all e-channel cascades. 

To search for events of the cascade type [Eq. (l)], all such triggered events are 

subjected to a set of criteria optimized for selecting the characteristic topology 

involved, namely two almost back-to-back leptons and two additional photons. 

The software selection is carried out as follows: 

(i) An event must have exactly four particles (energy clusters larger 

than 10 MeV) in the Main Ball and no particles in the tunnel 

region. 

(ii) There must be two particles (the lepton candidates) with an elec- 

tron signature, or two particles with a muon signature from the 

crystals. We require that at least one of the lepton candidates has 

an associated charged track in the tube chambers. In addition, the 

opening angle of the lepton candidates must be greater than 160’. 

(iii) The two remaining particles must each have an energy of at least 

50 MeV and have a photon signature. This 50 MeV cut eliminates 

background, but also limits the accessible photon energy range. 
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(iv) To provide a good energy measurement, each particle is required to 

deposit its energy in an isolated group of crystals. This is achieved 

by applying a cut on the opening angle, Q, between each pair of 

particles of such that cos CY < 0.8, if both particles are showering, 

or cos cr < 0.9, if one is minimum ionizing. 

(v) To eliminate background in the 77~+~- channel, both the unas- 

sociated energy (not belonging to any of the particles) in the Main 

Ball and the energy deposited in the endcaps are required to be 

less than 45 MeV. 

(vi) Finally, all events must pass a two-constraint kinematic fit, using 

energy and momentum conservation, to the hypothesis 77Z+Z-. 

The lepton energies and the intermediate x* and T(lS) mass con- 

straints are not used in the fit. 

After imposing all the above cuts we are left with a sample of 282 77Z+Z- 

events. 

IV. Results 

1. The energy levels of the xb states. 

Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of E,.,ZoW (defined as the lowest of the two 

photon energies) us. the mass difference AM = M [T(2S)] - M [Z+Z-] for all 

events surviving the selection procedure described in section III. M(Z+Z-) is the 

effective mass of the two leptons recoiling against the photons; it is calculated 

using the T(2S)-ma&l’) and the measured four-momentum vectors of the two 

photons; the fact that the T(2S) decaying into two leptons is always close to 

being at rest implies that given the resolution of our detector, using the angles 

of the charged lepton tracks in fitting M(Z+Z-) yields no improvement. Two 

distinct Erlow clusters are observed in the region of AA4 - 560 MeV. 

Figure 6 shows the projection of the scatter plot on the AM axis for 440 MeV< 

AM < 680 MeV; the peaking of events in the region of the T(2S) - T(lS) mass 

difference indicates that we indeed see the photon transitions from the T(2S) to 
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the T(lS). A fit to this distribution using a NaI-line shape (see section II) on top 

of a flat background gives AMpeak = (562 f 2) MeV, in good agreement with the 

precise mass difference measurement(lO), and a width consistent with our exper- 

imental resolution (a = (16 f 2) MeV). The AM distribution is used to apply a 

final cut to the data; all events outside AMpcok f 3a are eliminated. Monte Carlo 

studies show that this (symmetric) cut eliminates about 3% of ‘good’ events at 

the low-end side of the AM-distribution and less than 1% at the high-end side, 

the asymmetry originating from the non-Gaussian nature of the NaI-energy re- 

sponse. After this cut a sample of 58 77e+e- decays and 42 77p+pL- decays 

remains. 

The projection of this final sample on the Erlow axis is shown in Fig. 7. This 

distribution shows two well-separated peaks at about 107 MeV and 132 MeV 

respectively, with widths consistent with our experimental resolution. Our data 

do not show an indication of a third T(2S) -+ 7xb transition, which was seen in 

inclusive analyses(4-5) at about 164 MeV. In the following we will assume that 

the 107 MeV line corresponds to the decay T(2S) --) 7x: and the 132 MeV line 

to the decay T(2S) -+ 7~:. This agrees with expectations from potential model 

calculations and with our preliminary spin determination of these states(12). This 

assumption is also consistent with the theoretical prediction that the transition 

x; --) 7WS) h as a smaller branching ratio than the other two transitions(13). 

A fit to the distribution of Fig. 7 in the region 50 to 200 MeV, using two 

NaI-line shapes with widths fixed to our energy resolution [Eq. (2)] on top of a 

flat background, yields the following energies, EJ, 

E2 = (107.0 f 1.1 f 1.3) MeV , 

El = (131.7 f 0.9 f 1.3) MeV , 
(4 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. 

Fitting the 77e+e- and 77k+p- channels separately yields compatible values 

as shown by the results displayed in Table 1. Estimates of the systematic errors 

from energy scale uncertainty, event selection and fitting procedure are listed in 



Table 2. The final error was obtained by continuing the sub-errors linearly, rather 

than in quadrature. Linear addition of the errors was chosen after comparing 

the energies of the two xb lines as measured in both exclusive and inclusive 

analyses. For the bottomonium system (this paper) and also charmonium (see 

Refs. 6 and 7) the Crystal Ball Collaboration measured the two lines by these two 

different methods. If we add the separate sources of systematic errors linearly all 

corresponding measurements agree within one standard deviation. In three out 

of four cases, adding the errors in quadrature did not give agreement between 

the corresponding measurements within one standard deviation. This apparent 

inconsistency may indicate an unknown source of systematic error. 

Both line energies agree within error with the CUSB cascade results(3) of 

(107~~$) MeV for E 2 and (128 f 1.5) MeV for El (the CUSB results have an 

additional scale error of about 2 MeV). The E2 and El values agree within error 

with the corresponding energies determined from our inclusive spectrum(4) of 

(110.4 f 0.8 f 2.2) MeV and (130.6 f 0.8 f 2.4) MeV respectively. Combining the 

values [Eq. (4)] with th e corresponding inclusive results, we obtain the following 

weighted averages, Ey, 

El’ = (108.2 f 1.6) MeV , 

Ef” = (131.4 f 1.5) MeV . 
(5) 

To calculate the weights for the average, the contribution from the uncer- 

tainty in the energy scale has been taken out, as this is common to both the 

exclusive and inclusive analysis. In the final error quoted, however, this source is 

again added in linearly. The remainder of the systematic errors and the statistical 

errors are combined in quadrature. 

For the energy difference AE = El - E2 the systematic error due to the 

energy scale is reduced to 0.1 MeV. We find 

AEezc~ = (24.7 f 1.7) MeV . (6) 

The value obtained from the inclusive analysis is AEinel = (20.2 f 1.8) MeV. 
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The difference between these two measurements of the same splitting is less than 

2 standard deviations. 

Defining MJ as the mass of the xl state we obtain from the averaged photon 

energies [Eq. (5)], 

M2 = (9914.6 f 1.6) MeV , 

Ml = (9891.1 f 1.5) MeV , 
(7) 

where we assume M [T(2S)] = (10023.4 f 0.3) MeV(ll). Using [Eq. (7)], and 

MO = (9858.2 f 3il) MeV f rom our inclusive analysis(4), we calculate the center 

of gravity for the x* states, M xi”g [ 1 E &(MJ [2.7 + l])/ CJ(2.7 + l), to be 

M [xiog] = (9900.5 zt 1.3) MeV . (8) 

In Table 3 we compare our value for M x, [ 1 ‘Og with predictions from several 

models. The recent predictions from the model of Ref. 20 agrees best with our 

measurement. We also give in Table 3 the ratio r f [M2 - Ml] / [Ml - MO], 

which parametrizes the fine structure splitting. In this case our result is in good 

agreement with the predictions of the models of Refs. 14, 15 and 17. The precise 

measurements of the radiative transitions now available should help to improve 

the theoretical description of quarkonium features. 

2. Branching Ratios: 

The product branching ratio 

BRJ [T(2S) --) 77Z+Z-] E BR [T(2S) + 74 x BR [xi + yT(lS)] 
(9) 

x BR [T(lS) + Z+Z-] 

for the three step decay chain of [Eq. (l)] can be calculated from 

NJ (77Z+Z-) BRJ P(2s) + 7++z-l = N,,, [qq] x 477Z+Z-) ’ (10) 
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where NJ is the number of observed 77Z+Z- events in the xd channel surviving 

all selection criteria, EJ is the detection efficiency and Nrcs [T(2S)] is the total 

number of produced T(2S) decays. 

The numbers of events N2 and Nr , obtained from separate fits of the (77e+e-) 

and (77~+~-) distributions, are listed in Table 1. The number of background 

events obtained from the fits and the background estimates from the population 

of the sidebands (see Fig. 5) are also presented; the two values agree within er- 

rors. There are several processes that may contribute to the background. Below 

we give estimates of these processes in the photon energy range of interest i.e., 

between E2 - 302 and El + 301 (or from about 93 MeV to about 148 MeV), 

where 02 and 01 are the widths fixed to the energy resolution [Eq. (2)] used in 

the fit. 

The dominant background source for the 77e+e- final state is double radia- 

tive Bhabha scattering. For the 77~.~+p- channel this background is expected to 

be substantially smaller. To obtain an estimate for these backgrounds we use our 

T(lS) sample (corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 32.5 pb-l) subjected 

to the same set of cuts. Scaled to the size of our T(2S)-sample, 4.5 candidates 

are found in the e+e-77 channel and 1.1 candidates in the ~+,~-77 channel. 

Another background source is the 7r~ transition from the T(2S) to the T(lS)(‘). 

In the transition T(2S) + rr’~‘T(lS), two photons from the 7~’ decays may es- 

cape detection. Based on Monte Carlo simulations we find a contribution of less 

than 1 event. In addition, the charged pions from the T(2S) -+ n+r-T(lS) tran- 

sition can be misidentified by the tube chambers and subsequently fake a photon 

shower pattern. The background due to this coincidence can be estimated from 

our measured rrr+n-T (1 S) sample. Again a contribution of less than one event 

is found. 

The contamination from the isospin violating transition T(2S) + ~‘T(ls) is 

a priori expected to be negligible. Indeed, we find no events in our data sample 

with an effective mass in the r” mass region. Note that the SUs violating 

transition T(2S) --) QT(lS) is kinematically excluded for events within the 7 
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energy range considered here. 

Finally, the transition T(2S) -+ 77T(lS) can also receive a contribution from 

r (1s) + r+r-, when both r’s decay either into evD or PUP. Monte Carlo studies 

show that the expected number of events of this type is again less than one. 

The sum of the estimated contributions from background sources evaluated 

above is compatible with the total number of background events listed in Table 1. 

To determine NIes [ T(2S)], the efficiency cres for detecting any T(2S) decay 

is calculated using the Lund Monte Carlo program(22). We find eres = 0.86 

with an estimated systematic error of 0.07; the purely hadronic efficiency is 

greater than 90% but this value is reduced due to the presence of leptonic decay 

modes. Dividing the number of observed T(2S) decays (obtained by subtracting 

the continuum contribution from the total number of decays recorded in the 

detector) by eres we find Nres [T(2S)] = (201 f 16) x 103. 

The efficiencies E J (7$+l-) are evaluated using a Monte Carlo method. Sam- 

ples of both 77e+e- and 77~+~- events are generated according to the assumed 

xb spin values J=2, 1, 0 taking into account all (El transition) angular correla- 

tions and the transverse beam polarization at the T(2S). The latter was mea- 

sured with e+e- --+ p+p- and e+e- + 77 events to be (70 f 5)%. The generated 

particles are subjected to a simulated tracking through the Crystal Ball detector. 

The electromagnetic showers due to electrons and photons are simulated using 

the EGS program(23) while muon energy deposits are reproduced by using energy 

patterns from real e+e- + p+p- events. To simulate the DORIS machine back- 

ground, we used “events” from a trigger which fires at every lo7 beam crossing 

with no other condition. An “event” of this type is added onto each Monte Carlo 

event. The Monte Carlo samples thus obtained agree well with the measured 

data in basic aspects like energy patterns and background distributions. A soft- 

ware simulation of the trigger and the selection cuts described in section III are 

then applied to the Monte Carlo sample. Finally the charge tracking efficiency 

is incorporated. It is found to be 92% (per event) with an estimated systematic 

error of 4% using the final event sample from our ‘Y’(2S) --+ ~07roT(lS) --+ 47Z+Z- 
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analysis(g). This sample was obtained without using any chamber information 

and is practically background free. Table 4 lists the overall efficiencies obtained 

for all channels. 

The branching ratios BRJ [T(2S) + 77e+e-] and BRJ [T(2S) -+ 77,u+p-] 

for J = 2 and J = 1 are calculated using [Eq. (lo)] with the values of NJ listed in 

Table 1, the backgrounds under the peaks obtained from the fits, the efficiencies 

EJ listed in Table 4, and the number of resonance events Nres given above. The 

results are shown in -Table 5. The systematic errors from the following sources 

are estimated: the Monte Carlo efficiency determination, the charge tracking 

efficiency, the fitting procedure, the number of produced T(2S) decays. In Table 6 

we list the contribution of each source separately. These sub-errors are combined 

in quadrature to yield the final systematic error. Note that the branching ratios 

for the 77e+e- and 77~+~- channels are in good agreement. We then combine 

the results for both channels by taking the weighted averages, 

BR2 [T(2S) + 77Z+Z-] = (4.4 f 0.9 f 0.5) . 1O-4 , (114 

BR1 [T(2S) + 77Z+Z-] = (5.8 f 0.9 f 0.7) - 1W4 . w 

To calculate an upper limit for the corresponding branching ratio of the xi state, 

seen in the inclusive analysis at a photon transition energy of (163.8 f 3.1) MeV, 

we allowed a third line in the fit to Fig. 7. Incorporating our resolution and our 

measured position of the third line, we obtain an upper limit of 3.7 events (90% 

C.L.). From this we calculate 

BRo [T(2S) + 77Z+Z-] < 5 x 1O-5 (90% C.L.) . (114 

Varying the spin assignments changes the efficiencies, and thus the branching 

ratios, by 10 to 15% at most. 

Using an average branching ratio for T(lS) + Z+Z- of (0.028 f 0.003)(11) we 

can calculate from [Eq. (ll)] the product branching ratios, 

BRJ G BR [T(2S) --+ 7$] x BR [xf + 7T(lS)], 02) 
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BR2 = (1.6st0.35 0.2)% , 

BRr = (2.1 f 0.3 f 0.3)% , (13) 

BRo < 0.2% (90% C.L.) . 

The sum of the product branching ratios BRJ is also measured using the 

inclusive T(2S) photon spectrum(4); it is given by the total branching ratio of 

the daughter lines in the 410-440 MeV region and found to be (3.6f0.7f 0.5)%, 

a value which agrees well with the sum of the branching ratios [Eq. (13)]. 

Part of the systematic error cancels in calculating the ratio BRz/BRr of the 

xi and xi channels, 

BR2 - = 0.76 f 0.19 f 0.06 
BRl 

. 

Our results [Eqs. (13) and (14)] agree within errors with the corresponding CUSB 

measurements(3). 

We can take our results one step further by using our inclusive branching 

ratios BR [ T(2S) + 7x: , 1 [ (5.8 f 0.7 f l.O)% for xi, (6.5 f 0.7 f 1.2)% for xi 

and (3.6 f 0.8 f O.9)% for xi (4~1 to calculate the branching ratios, 

BR [x: --+ 7T(lS)] = (27 f 6 f 6)% , 

BR[+yT(lS)] =(32&6f7)% , (15) 
BR [xi + 7r(lS)] < 6% (90% C.L.) . 

The systematic errors are evaluated by quadratically adding the systematic errors 

on the exclusive and inclusive branching ratios after leaving out the common 

uncertainty in N,,, [T(2S)]. 

V. Hadronic Widths of xb States 

The radiative branching ratios [Eq. (15)] are related to the hadronic widths 

of the x, states through the formula 

(16) 
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where II’, = r [xl + 7T(lS)] , and BR($) = BR [xi --) 7T(lS)]. 

It has been argued that, especially for the b6 system, I’,(x[) is reliably esti- 

mated by an El transition( 

r,(x;l) = rEl = 4 gae;mf I r I q2 , (17) 

where k is the photon momentum, e, is the quark charge, CI! - l/137, and 

(f 1 r 1 i) is the d’p 1 1 o e matrix element. This is because the b6 system is con- 

siderably less relativistic than the lighter quark systems and corrections (includ- 

ing wave function distortions) are numerically much smaller. In addition the 

1P + 1s transition is free of the wave function “node” problem discussed in 

Ref. 19. In Table 7 we give I’Er($) calculated for various potential models; 

these models all give similar values. 

The prediction of Ref. 17 is used in our estimate of the hadronic widths 

because this is the model which presently agrees best with our measurements of 

the COG and r for the xf states. It should be mentioned that this agreement 

might be a result of a particular choice of parameters rather than of the intrinsic 

accuracy of this model as compared to the others listed in Table 7. 

From [Eq. (16)] we derive the hadronic widths I’iad($), 

I’~&~) = (116 f 50) keV , 

I’~,d(x~) = (77 f 32) keV , 

I’m,, > 490 keV (90% CL.) , 

(18) 

with the help of the theoretical prediction from Ref. 17. Using an average of all 

the predictions for I’Er(xi) in the table would change the values in Eq. (18) by 

about 10%. In [Eq. (IS)], only the experimental statistical and systematic errors 

(added in quadrature) are taken into account. 

The hadronic widths are calculated using QCD models(27), the calculation 

being more certain for the xt and the xi states than for the xi. Both the xi 

and xf can decay into two gluons, and one loop QCD corrections are available 
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(although renormalization scheme dependent). The xi can decay into three glu- 

ons, but its leading annihilation contribution results from a singularity in the 

gluon - qq channel(27); the first order correction for the xi state has not yet 

been calculated. 

The most model independent way to use the QCD-predictions is through 

their ratios. Since the matrix element is spin-independent(281, the wave func- 

tion (at the origin) dependence cancels. Furthermore, the QCD-prediction for 
. the ratio I’,,,(x~)/r,,,(x~) is, to first order m as, renormalization scheme 

independent(27). For I’h,d(x~)/I’,,,($), where only the lowest order predic- 

tion is available, the formula (see Table 8) was evaluated using a b-quark mass 

of 4.9 GeV and a confinement radius R, of l/400 MeV(24). For both ratios we 

used the Mackenzie-Lepage scale [to make the first order QCD corrections for the 

hadronic T width vanish] and the resulting value for as = 0.165 f O.OO5(2g)(1). 

As stated above, the QCD predictions for the absolute I’h,,(x$ are a priori 

less reliable because of the nature of the higher order QCD corrections needed. 

Nevertheless, there is interest in the absolute widths since in the case of char- 

monium the widths of the xf were significantly underestimated by theory(6,7j30). 

Table 9 shows the comparison of our derived hadronic widths with the QCD pre- 

dictions using the value of the derivative of the wave function at the origin from 

Ref. 17 and the MS-renormalization scheme(31). In contrast to the charmonium 

case, reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is observed. The 

calculation is, however, quite sensitive to the value of ~11, used. Leaving cys free 

while comparing the derived hadronic width of the xi with its QCD-prediction, 

one finds, 

(Yy = 0.17 f 0.04 , (1% 

where only the experimental errors have been taken into account. 
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VI. Conclusions 

The production of two xb states is observed in the exclusive channel, 

T(2S) -+ 7x*, xb + 7T(lS), T(lS) + e+e- or p+p- . (20) 

The observed photon energies agree within error with a previously reported Crys- 

tal Ball Collaboration inclusive measurement(4). Combining these inclusive and 

exclusive measurements new values are derived for the xi, xi masses, 

M2 = (9914.6 f 1.6) MeV , 

Ml = (9891.1 f 1.5) MeV , 
(21) 

the Center of Gravity of the 13P~ states, 

M [xiog] = (WOO.5 f 1.3) MeV , (22) 

and the fine structure splitting parameter, r = [Mz - Ml] / [Ml - MO] , 

r = 0.71 f 0.08 , (23) 

where the COG and r are obtained also using our previously reported inclusive 

measurement of the J = 0 line .c4) 

Branching ratios are determined for the cascade of [Eq. (20)] yielding, 

BR [r(=) --) 7x;] x BR [xi + 7T(lS)] = (1.6 f 0.3 f 0.2)% , 

BR [r(2S) + 7x;] x BR [xi + 7T(lS)] = (2.1 f 0.3 f 0.3)% , (24 

BR [r(2S) + 7x:] x BR [xi + 7T(lS)] < 0.2% (90% CL.) . 

Again, using our previously reported inclusive measurements and the values 

of [Eq. (24)], we find, 

BR [xi + 7T(lS)] = (27 f 6 f 6)% , 

BR [xi --) 7T(lS)] = (32 f 6 f 7)% , (25) 

BR [xi --) 7T(lS)] < 6%(9O%C.L.) . 
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By using theoretical estimates for the (total) radiative widths of the xi, xi 

states, the hadronic widths of these states are derived and the resulting widths 

are then compared with QCD models. In contrast to the case of charmonium, 

there is reasonable agreement between the experimental values and corresponding 

theoretical predictions. The presently available data should allow reduction of 

the uncertainty in the assumptions and parameters for quarkonium models. 
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Table 1. The results of the fits (see text) to the final cascade samples as illus- 

trated in Fig. 7. Only statistical errors are given. 

77P+P- yye+e- 77z+z- 

& (MeV) 108.3 “;I; 106.0 f 1.4 107.0 f 1.1 

El (MeV) 131.7 f 1.4 131.8 f 1.3 131.7 f 0.9 

N2 15.5 ‘;I; 19.6 ‘;.: 34.7:;:; 

Nl 
Background 

22.8 “;:; 29.8 ‘El: 52.9 “8:: 

from fit(“) 14+l.2 . -0.7 
1 4+l.2 . -0.8 

2 8+1.6 . -1.2 

Background from 
side bands(*) 1.1 f 1.1 3.8 f 2.0 4.9 f 2.2 

(‘1 Integrated over the range 93 MeV 5 Erlow 5 148 MeV (E2 - 31~2, El + 301)) 

where 01~ refer to the resolution on the photon energy at E~J. 

(*I See Fig. 5. Estimated by scaling down to the energy interval considered here, 

the total number of entries in the two (30 wide) AM regions left and right of 

the (60 wide) central AM region (a refers to the resolution on AM). 

Table 2. Contributions to the systematic error AEJ in the values of the energies 

E2 and El. 

Source of uncertainty 

1 Energy scale 

2 Event selection 

AE2 (MeV) 

.5 

.5 

AEl (MeV) 

.5 

.5 

I 3 Fitting procedure .3 .3 

Final error (a) 1.3 

c”) Linear sum of sub-errors 1, 2, and 3 (see main text). 
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental values for r and the position of the center 

of gravity (see text) with predictions from a range of potential models. 

Source 

M x;“g [ 1 r WV) 
This experiment I 0.71 f 0.08 I 9900.5 f 1.3 

I Bander-Klima-Maor-Silverman(14) I 

I Eichten-Feinberg-Gromes(16) I 0.80 I 9927Cb) 

Gupta-Radford-Repko(“) 0.68 9901 

Martin I - I 9861 

McClary-Byers(lg) I 0.45 I ~~~ 9925 

0.42 9906 

I - I 9894 

(‘1 The input value for M [T(lS)] used in this model has been scaled up by 

27 MeV to 9460 MeV. 

lb) The input value for M [T(2S)] used in this model has been scaled up by 3 MeV 

to 10023 MeV. 

Table 4. Overall efficiencies determined as described in the text. Only statistical 

errors are given. 

477e+e-) q77P+P-) 

Assuming J = 0 .206 f .008 Assuming J = 0 .170 f .008 

I Assuming J = 1 1 .256 f .009 1 Assuming J = 1 1 .196 f .009 I 

I Assuming J = 2 1 .218 zt .008 I Assuming J = 2 ) .I79 f .008 1 
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Table 5. Product branching ratios BRJ [T(2S) --+ 77l+l-] as defined in the 

text. 

BR.2 [T(2S) + yye+e-] (4.5Ti.Z f 0.5) - 10-d 

BR.1 [T(2S) + 77e+e-] (5.8:i.T f 0.7) -1O-4 

BR2 [WS) + 77cL+cL-] (4.3fi.i f 0.5) - 1o-4 

BRl [WS) +77P+P-l (5.8+-t*: f 0.7) - 1Cr4 

Table 6. Contributions to the systematic errors on the product branching ratios 

BRJ [T(2S) + 77Z+Z-1. 

Source of uncertainty 

muon channel electron channel 
via (xi) via (x,l) via (xi) via (xi) 

1. Monte Carlo efficiency 7% 7% 6% 6% 

2. Charged tracking efficiency 4% 4% 4% 4% 

3. Fitting procedure 4% 3% 4% 3% 

4. Nres[r(2S)] I 8% I 8% I 8% I 8% I 
Final error(a) 12.0% I 11.7% 11.5% 11.2% I 

(a) c omputed by combining the sub-errors 1 through 4 in quadrature. 
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I 

Table 7. Theoretical widths for the El transitions xi + 7T(lS), calculated 

using I’E~ = $aeiki(f 1 r 1 ;)2, with (f 1 t 1 i) from the listed references and 

taking the photon energies observed in this experiment. Also listed is I R;(O) I2 

(see text). 

Potential 
(f I ?- I ;j2 
( GeV)-2 

Buchmiiller-Tye (24) 1 1.26 

Cornell (25)(b) 

Gupta-Radford-Repko(17) 1 1.35 

I 1.37 

McClary-Byers(lg) 1 1.02 

Moxhay-Rosner(20) I 1.24(‘) 

Wisconsin(21)(b) I 1.28 

rEl (x;) rEl 1x;) 
keV keV 

+ 

40 34 

36 31 

43 I 36 

40 I 35 

rEl($) I R:,(O) I2 
keV (GeV)5 

29 I 1.56@) 

27 I 1.44 

(a) From private communication with the author(s). 

(b) The numerical values for (f 1 r 1 i) and I R;(O) I2 are taken from Ref. 20. 

(c) The value for (f I I ) r i corresponds to the spin-averaged result. The small 

spin-dependent corrections which are found, lead to changes for I’Er of less than 

1 keV. 
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Table 8. Experimental ratios of hadronic widths for the xb states and the QCD 

prediction(‘) to lowest and first order, calculated according to the method de- 

scribed in the text. 

Ratio 

$f$$ 

This experiment(b) 

> 3.8 (90% C.L.) 

0.68 f 0.30 

QCD(O) 

15 

= 4 3.75 

$+ as ln(mb&) 
= 0.29 f 0.01 

QCD(l) 

- 
4 = (1 5.6 + f 9.5%) 0.1 

not known 

(a) In the error on the QCD predictions, only the error on czS was taken into 

account. 

(b) The errors on the experimental values were obtained by adding the statis- 

tical and systematic errors in quadrature, leaving out the common systematic 

effects which cancel in the ratio. 
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Table 9. Comparison of the derived hadronic widths (in keV) for the xb states 

and the QCD prediction c”) to lowest and first order (in the MS-scheme), calcu- 

lated according to the method described in the text. 

Derived 
State Width QCD(O) &CD(l) 

l+; I R:,(o) I2 
5 M4 QCD(O) . (1 + 0.3%) 

2 
‘b 116f50 = 113 f 7 = 115 f 7 

1 
‘b 

512 3 1 R:,(o) I2 
9r a’ M4 ln(mb&) 

77 f 32 =33f3 not known 

0 
‘b 

g6a2 I q(o) I2 5 M4 QCD(O) . (1 + 9.8%) > 490 
(90% C.L.) 

= 424f26 = 643f46 

(a) 1 n calculating the errors on the QCD predictions, only the error on ar, was 

taken into account. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The energy level scheme for b& bound states that can be reached by 

a radiative transition from the Y (2s). The solid lines represent the observed 

transitions. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the detector as configured at DESY for this experiment. 

Fig. 3. Event map for T(2S) + 77~+~- event. The energy is given in MeV 

for all crystals containing more than 0.5 MeV. 

Fig. 4. Event map for T(2S) + 77e+e- event. The energy is given in MeV for 

all crystals containing more than 0.5 MeV. 

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the lowest of the two photon energies vs. the mass 

difference AM = [T(2S)] - M (Pi-) f or all 282 events surviving the selection 

cuts for the 77l+Z- final state (see text). The horizontal lines indicate the side- 

bands: 30 wide regions on both sides of the 60 wide signal band. The arrows 

indicate the final cut on AM. 

Fig. 6. Projection of Fig. 5 on the AM-axis for 440 MeV < AM < 680 MeV. 

The curve represents the fit to a NaI-line shape on top of a flat background (see 

text). 

Fig. 7. Projection of the signal band (100 events) in Fig. 5 on the Erlow axis. 

The curve represents the fit to two NaI-line shapes of fixed width on top of a flat 

background (see text). 
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